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From birth to death, people are wrapped in cloth. We wear clothing for warmth or pro-
tection from the sun, but also as an expression of political power, social prestige, pride 
in identity, and spiritual protection. 

What we value and wish to emphasize is mirrored in the clothing we wear. The in-
vestment of time and labour, and the physical, emotional, and divine energy required 
to make clothing, are evidence of its importance for cultures around the globe. Com-
plicated, time-intensive methods of cloth creation and embellishment demonstrate 
human ingenuity and patience. 

Beautiful clothing wraps us in symbols of our significance. From receiving blankets for 
newborn babies to robes used in coming-of-age ceremonies, from wedding finery to 
funeral shrouds, textiles mark rites of passage. Even everyday functional clothing influ-
ences how we recognize social class, political affiliations, and pride in local, regional, 
or national identities.

Spiritually, these cloths cover bodies whether Animist, Buddhist, Christian, Daoist, 
Hindu, Jain, Muslim, Shinto, or Sikh. They are worn by religious leaders, monks, and 
devotees for ritual and ceremony, depict cosmological beliefs through motif and 
design, and serve to emphasize the authority and divine connection of the wearer and 
often the maker. 

In this exhibition, we have unfolded over 130 textiles from the museum’s worldwide 
collection. Enter and be embraced by cloth’s capacity to communicate.

LAYERS OF INFLUENCE 
Unfolding Cloth Across Cultures

Museum of Anthropology
November 17, 2016-April 9, 2017
Curated by Jennifer Kramer
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Isan pha sin, Thailand

In our contemporary world, where factory-made cloth 
and clothing are easily available and t-shirts and jeans 
are common garb, one might imagine that nowhere is 
clothing made by hand. But this is not the case.  

In the village of Baan Talad near the Mun River in the 
northeast corner of Thailand, the Isan, a 
Laotian-speaking people, weave domesticated silk into 
pha sin (sarongs). The female weavers are skilled at the 
technique of matmi, tie-dying the weft threads in order 
to create intricate patterns named after local flora and 
fauna such as squid, butterfly, spider, river snake, or kale. 

Each family’s sarongs are heirlooms, stored away safely 
at home except when worn at Buddhist festivals, loaned 
to temples as collateral for alms, or used as funeral 
shrouds. Only when MOA curator William McLennan 
offered to purchase silk textiles for the Museum’s 
collection did the women bring their work out for him, 
pleased and proud at the opportunity to display their 
weaving skills in another country.
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TOP:         Isan women showing their silk textiles
BOTTOM: Matmi (tie-dyed) silk woven on a loom

Photos courtesy of William McLennan, Baan Talad, Surin 
Province, Thailand, 2012.
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pha sin (sarong)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
before 2010
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
butterfly motif
2921/1

pha sin (sarong)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
before 2010
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
squid motif
2921/2

pha sin (sarong)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
before 2010
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
classic old style
2921/3
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pha sin (sarong)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
before 2010
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
spider modern motif
2921/5

pha sin (sarong)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
before 2010
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
river snake motif
2921/9

pha sin (sarong used as shroud)
Isan
Thailand: Surin, Baan Talad
c� 1950
silk fibre, dye
weft matmi (tie-dyed)
2921/11 TH
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scarf
Karen
Thailand: Mae Sot
c� 2011
cotton fibre, dye
3056/4

woman’s sarong
Karen
Thailand: Mae Sot
c� 2011
cotton fibre, dye
3056/3
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paso (man’s sarong)
Pa’O
Thailand
c� 2011
cotton fibre, dye
3056/2

sarong
Blue Hmong
Thailand
before 1980
cotton fibre� dye
Collection of John Oblati
batik (wax resist)
2902/72
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Balinese & Sumatran 
pusaka, Indonesia

In Indonesia, certain types of textiles are considered 
pusaka, meaning treasure or heirloom. Handed down 
through the generations as precious inheritance, they 
are revered and convey wealth, status, and spiritual 
connection.

The patola is a double ikat (tie-dyed warp and weft 
threads) silk material now made only in the village of 
Patan, Gujarat, India. During the 16th to 18th centuries it 
was so valued by the royal courts of Java that there were 
sumptuary laws forbidding all but the most noble from 
owning them. Textiles across Indonesia copied the floral 
patterns at the centre of the patola, becoming symbols 
of nobility. 

In Bali, one such sacred cloth is the kamben cepuk, 
2960/34, used in rites of passage from birth to death. 
Cepuk means being “brought face-to-face with divine 
power.” Traditionally worn for Hindu ceremony and 
prayer and also used to dress gods in temples, the 
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kamben cepuk is so highly valued it has become an 
object of respect in and of itself. Woven of weft ikat (tie-
dyed) red cotton thread, with central floral or geometric 
patterns framed by monochrome bands and stripes, it is 
reminiscent of the Gujarat patola. 

This kain songket (784/1) from the Palembang region 
of Southern Sumatra, with its eight-rayed flower 
motif (jlamprang) and its border of isosceles triangles 
representing bamboo shoots (puncak rebung), is clearly 
inspired by the patola on the facing platform. Songket 
refers to the decorative technique of supplementary 
weft patterning with gold- or silver-wrapped silk thread. 
Lavish and expensive, songkets used to be reserved 
for Muslim nobility and are typically part of the groom 
family’s gift to the bride. 
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Sumbanese hinggi 
kombu, Indonesia

Hinggi kombu is a nobleman’s ceremonial cloth dyed 
red with madder, and made with woven warp ikat (tie-
dyed) cotton.

Sumbanese men wear these matching waist and 
shoulder cloths for ritual occasions, and use them as 
a shroud in death. Designs usually depict front-facing 
male ancestors wearing lavish jewelry and headdresses; 
the ancestors are surrounded by heraldic animals, here 
deer, signifying wealth (and perhaps imitating the 
Dutch royal shield with rampant lions). 

Common motifs also include horses and roosters 
as indicators of prosperity and prestige. The central 
band depicts Indian patola-inspired motifs adopted as 
emblems by specific elite families. The colour palette 
indicates a man’s rank: aristocrats merited black and 
red added to the commoners’ indigo blue, and golden 
brown is reserved only for the highest born.
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kain songket (heirloom cloth)
Sumatran
Indonesia: Sumatra, 
Palembang
cotton fibre, dye, gold metal 
songket (supplementary 
weft of metallic threads)
784/1

hinggi kombu (noble man’s 
ceremonial cloth)
Sumbanese
Indonesia: East Sumba
before 1980
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
Ic7

IN
D

O
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kamben cepuk (sacred cloth)
Balinese
Indonesia: Bali
after 1950 - before 1987
cotton fibre, dye
weft ikat (tie-dyed)
patola-inspired floral designs
The Robert Cazelais and Nicole 
Lachapelle Collection
2960/34

*

*
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hinggi kombu (noble man’s 
ceremonial cloth)
Sumbanese
Indonesia: East Sumba
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/14

hinggi kombu (noble man’s 
ceremonial cloth)
Sumbanese ?
Indonesia: East Sumba ?
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/13

selimut (blanket)
Savunese ?
Indonesia: Savu ?
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/30
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textile
Iban Dayak ?
Indonesia: Borneo ?
cotton fibre, dye
1444/12

textile
Iban Dayak ?
Indonesia: Borneo ?
cotton fibre, dye
1444/10
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hinggi kombu (noble man’s 
ceremonial cloth)
Sumbanese ?
Indonesia: East Sumba ?
Indonesia
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/11
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lau (woman’s sarong)
Sumbawanese
Indonesia: Sumbawa
cotton fibre, dye
supplementary weft ikat 
(tie-dyed)
1520/9

lafa (shawl)
Roti
Indonesia: Nusa Tenggara Timur, Roti
before 1980
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
dula buna (branching flower motif)
Ic10

tais (woman’s tube skirt)
Timorese
Indonesia: Timor
cotton fibre, dye
supplementary buna (tie-dyed)
1520/6 IN

D
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tais (woman’s tube skirt)
Timorese
Indonesia: Timor
cotton fibre, dye
1520/11

beti (man’s hip cloth)
Atoni
Indonesia: West Timor
fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
flying birds and frogs
820/7
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tais (woman’s tube skirt)
Timorese
Indonesia: Timor
cotton fibre, dye
supplementary buna (tie-dyed)
1520/10
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beti (man’s hip cloth)
Atoni
Indonesia: West Timor
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
flying birds
1444/16

tais (woman’s tube skirt)
Timorese
Indonesia: Timor
cotton fibre, dye
supplementary buna (tie-dyed)
frogs
820/6

pua kumba (ritual cloth)
Iban Dayak
Indonesia: Borneo, Sarawak 
cotton fibre, dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
human figures wearing feather 
headgear and ear pendants 
representing spirits
805/2 IN

D
O

N
ES

IA
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Toba Batak ulos, Northern 
Sumatra

Worn as a sarong, wrapped around the head, or draped 
over the shoulder as an indicator of rank, this ritual 
cloth (2787/4) is also used daily as a blanket or baby 
carrier. 

Women dye the cotton dark red with marinde 
citrifolia (a tree in the coffee family) and weave with 
supplementary weft designs on the ends. The sacred 
ceremony of gifting ulos from a family of higher rank 
to a family of lower rank confirms social status and 
cements kin relations through marriage.
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Javanese batik, Indonesia

Java is an island in western Indonesia famous for batik, 
a technique for creating patterns using wax-resist to 
prevent areas of cotton or silk cloth from absorbing dye. 
Batik is believed to have originated in Java as early as 
the 13th century. Designs can be drawn freehand (batik 
tulis) using a tool called a canting, and is usually done 
by women. Designs can also be stamped (batik cap) 
using a cap (copper stamp), usually by men. Production 
can occur at the domestic or village level or in factories 
in cities.

Batik cloth is commonly worn as a sarong wrapped 
around the hips by both men and women. It is also 
made into other types of clothing such as scarves 
and head wraps, or used as baby carriers, as temple 
decorations that communicate with Hindu gods, or even 
as domestic furnishings. 

Central Java and the north coast of Java are both 
important areas for batik production, but with very 
different styles of design, format, and colour choices. 
Yogyakarta and Surakarta in Central Java made batiks 
for the Muslim Sultans and their courts in the 18th and 
19th centuries. Batik designs tended to be repetitive 
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Javanese batik, Indonesia

geometrics, sophisticated and controlled, and favouring 
earthy tones. Only royal or noble people could wear 
patterns believed to bring fertility, enlightenment, 
and strength, such as parang rusak (broken daggers 
pattern) or sawat (wings and tail representing Garuda, 
the eagle/man who served Vishnu in Hindu mythology). 

The north coast batik centres of Pekalongan, Cirebon, 
Indramayu, Lasem, and Tuban are known for their 
flamboyant and innovative designs due to Arab, Indian, 
Chinese, Dutch, and Japanese influences. Graceful 
birds, fluttering butterflies, and bouquets of flowers 
predominated in a broad colour palette including soft 
purple and pink pastels. 
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hip wrapper
Balinese
Indonesia: Bali
silk fibre, dye
weft ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/25

ulos (ceremonial shawl)
Toba Batak
Indonesia: North Sumatra
cotton fibre, natural dye
warp ikat (tie-dyed)
The Mieneke Mees Textile 
Collection
2787/4
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hip wrapper
Balinese
Indonesia: Bali, Gianyar
silk fibre, dye
weft ikat (tie-dyed)
1444/9

*
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textile
Sumatran
Indonesia: Sumatra
before 1982
silk fibre, metal, dye
batik (wax-resist)
1284/2

kain panjang (rectangular 
cloth hip wrapper)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java, Lasem
before 1982
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
butterflies, birds, florals, 
Chinese-inspired design
1284/13

kain panjang (rectangular 
cloth hip wrapper)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java, Lasem
before 1982
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
1284/10 IN

D
O

N
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sarong
Javanese
Indonesia: Java, Malang
before 1977
cotton fibre, dye
Miss Jessie M� Miller 
Collection
batik (wax-resist)
Ib377

kain panjang (rectangular 
cloth hip wrapper)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java
before 1982
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist), 
Tiga Negeri (batiked in three 
places)
1284/14

sarong
Javanese
Indonesia: Java
before 1982
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
1284/8
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D
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sarong
Indonesian
Indonesia: Java
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
2569/2

sarong
Javanese
Indonesia: Java
c� 1942-1945
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
Hokokai (Japanese-style 
designs)
1284/4

pagi-sore (morning and 
evening reversable sarong)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java
c� 1942-1945
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
Hokokai (Japanese-style 
designs)
1284/6 IN

D
O

N
ES

IA
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Indian patola sari, India

Patola are one of the most expensive types of silk 
textiles. Their high value is due to the complex double-
ikat weaving technology by which they are made: tie-
dyed warp and weft threads are coordinated to create 
intricate designs when woven. For centuries, only the 
Salvi extended family of weavers in Patan, Gujarat, have 
created these renowned cloths.

Wealthy Hindu brides desire patola saris for their 
wedding dress as auspicious garments. Although 
sometimes patola designs are figurative with parrots, 
elephants, or dancing women, the most common and 
loved pattern is the chhabdi bhat (eight-petaled lotus-
flower basket design). Muslim merchantas imported 
patola into Indonesia for hundreds of years, coveted and 
reserved for the highest status Javanese royalty. 

This sari (764/1) was acquired in Indonesia, which is 
why its kempala (head or end pieces) have large tumpal 
or triangle designs representing bamboo shoots and 
symbolizing fertility and prosperity for the nobility. Note 
the ubiquity of patola-inspired patterns on the platform 
of textiles from Indonesia.
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Salvi family members preparing silk to use in patola weaving, Patan, 
Gujarat, India, 1978

Photos courtesy of Katherine Hacker
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Hindu bandhani turban & 
benares sari, India

Male Muslim weavers of the city of Varanasi (formerly 
called Benares) in Uttar Pradesh, India are famous 
for their fine silk saris with zari (precious metalwork) 
brocades. These textiles have always been woven on 
pit looms, but now sequences of punch cards have 
updated the looms with Jacquard technology. 

This classical benares sari (339/1) in yellow, denotes 
spring and has auspicious designs worked in gold of 
paan leaf motifs, elongated vessels, and architectural 
patterns. Hindu brides covet benares silks for their 
wedding saris.

Grooms wear turbans made of bandhani (tie-dyed) 
cotton cloth from Rajastan or Gujarat, India, like the 
bandhani 959/3.
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Groom in bandhani turban, New Delhi, India’s capital, 1978

Photo courtesy of Katherine Hacker
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pagi-sore (morning and 
evening reversable sarong)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java, Tiga Negeri
before 1982
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist), 
Tiga Negeri (batiked in three 
places)
1284/3

kain panjang (rectangular 
cloth hip wrapper)
Javanese
Indonesia: Java
cotton fibre, dye
batik (wax-resist)
2569/1

textile
Balinese
Indonesia: Bali, Klang Klang
before 1900
cotton fibre, gold metal, dye
batik (wax-resist) and prada 
(painted or dusted with gold)
B702
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patolu (heirloom sari)
Indian
India: Gujarat, Patan
silk fibre, dye
double ikat (tie-dyed warp and weft)
764/1

turban or sari cloth
Indian
India: Rajastan or Gujarat
cotton fibre, dye
bandhani (tie-dyed)
959/3

IN
D

IA
sari
Bengali
India: Bengal
before 1900
moga fibre, dye
B677

*

*
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Punjabi phulkari, India

Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh girls and women in Punjab 
Province, India and the Hazara Region, Northwest 
Frontier Province, Pakistan have a domestic tradition of 
creating phulkari (literally, “flower-work,” embroidery) 
for a bride’s trousseau. 

This type of shawl is worn as a woman’s head covering. 
It is also considered an auspicious gift at weddings 
and other important occasions. Made of coarse, hand-
woven, cinnamon-coloured cotton material called 
khadi, the cloth is carefully covered in surface darning 
and false satin stitches to create figurative or geometric 
designs with handspun silk floss. When the surface 
material is completely covered with designs, the 
phulkari is referred to as a bagh—meaning garden. 
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Monpa shingka tudung, 
India

The Monpa, former tribal nomadic people in Tibet, 
are settled Buddhists living as farmers, yak herders, 
and traders in Arunachal Pradesh, a protected state 
in the northeast corner of India. Monpa women still 
weave their own clothing on backstrap looms out of 
cotton and domesticated silk, and embroider them with 
region-specific designs. 

The outfit of shingka (sleeveless dress), tudung (jacket), 
and chudang (sash) was collected in the town of Dirang 
in 2014 from the weaver and wearer Rinchin Zangmu 
Dunkharpa, who is shown with her family, to the right. 
A galle (ankle-length wraparound skirt) is another 
Monpa item of clothing that is regularly worn by 
women. Depicted motifs are yaks and horses carrying 
people and loads, birds, and star or flower shapes.
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TOP:  Weaver Rinchin Zangmu Dunkharpa wears her 
shingka and tudung and poses with her family in Dirang, 
Arunachal Pradesh, 2014
BOTTOM: Weaver’s loom

Photos courtesy of Stephen Inglis, the field collector
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sari
Indian
India: Uttar Pradesh, Varanasi 
(Benares)
silk fibre ?, silver metal, dye
zari (metal thread work)
339/1

wedding sari
Indian
India: Andhra Pradesh,
 Hyderabad
c� 1860
silk fibre, cotton fibre, gold 
metal, silver metal ?, dye
uppada (weaving style) with 
zari (metal thread work)
1546/1

skirt material
Mochi
India: Gujarat, Kutch
before 1920
silk fibre, cotton fibre, dye
Mrs� I� M� Roome Collection
aari (chain-stitching)
B670

IN
D
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*
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phulkari chadar (embroidered shawl)
Punjabi
India: Punjab
cotton fibre, silk fibre, dye
From the Collection of the Late Penny Gould-
stone
false satin stitch
1774/5

phulkari chadar (embroidered shawl)
Indian
India: Punjab
cotton fibre, silk fibre, dye
Ef406

shingka (sleeveless dress)
Dunkharpa, Rinchin Zangmu
Monpa
India: Arunachal Pradesh, 
Dirang
before 2014
cotton fibre, eri silk fibre, dye
3068/1

IN
D
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*

*

*
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tudung (jacket)
Dunkharpa, Rinchin Zangmu
Monpa
India: Arunachal Pradesh, 
Dirang
before 2014
cotton fibre, eri silk fibre, dye
3068/2

chudang (sash)
Dunkharpa, Rinchin Zangmu
Monpa
India: Arunachal Pradesh, 
Dirang
before 2014
cotton fibre, eri silk fibre, dye
3068/4

galle (skirt)
Monpa
India: Arunachal Pradesh, 
West Kameng ?
before 1975
cotton fibre, dye
Ee12

IN
D

IA
*

*

*
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TI
B

ET

chuba (robe)
Tibetan
Tibet
c� 1650 ?
silk fibre, dye
Ee4�62

khakhazouk (New Year’s festival 
coat)
Tibetan
Tibet
c� 1850 ?
silk fibre, fur, metal brocade, dye
1022/1

*
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Tibetan chuba, Tibet

This platform displays four chuba (robes) worn by 
high-ranking Tibetan government officials. Cut in the 
Manchu Imperial style, they are made from repurposed 
16th- to 18th-century Chinese silk brocade embroidered 
with Buddhist auspicious signs, such as the flaming pearl 
and golden dragons, bats, peonies, lotus, and phoenix that 
bring enlightenment, prosperity, nobility, and purity. 

Chuba 1022/1 is a khakhazouk: a rare ceremonial garment 
worn by the highest government officials during the Tibetan 
New Year. It is made from 18th-century Russian brocade, 
with Buddhist marks embroidered in gold and silver as well 
as fine, hand-stitched, multicoloured meander bands and 
edging of animal fur, probably sable. The inside is lined with 
light-blue damask woven with dragons in roundels.

These robes are part of the collection of the Yapshi-Yuthok 
family, whose lineage produced the 10th Dalai Lama. The 
family was given the honorary title Yapshi, and Yapshi-
Yuthok Tashi Dhondup became one of four noted cabinet 
ministers in the Tibetan government. 
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A Jongpen (a Tibetan governor or 
lord from the aristocracy) attends a 
horse-racing festival wearing a Chinese 
silk-brocade chuba as a symbol of his 
authority and status

Photo courtesy of MOA Archives, Eric Parker 
fonds, a03354
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Tekke chyrpy, Turkmenistan

Worn perched over the head with vestigial sleeves 
down the back, the chyrpy is the distinctively tailored 
and exquisitely embroidered silk mantle of Tekke 
Turkmen women. 

When it is darkly coloured in blue or black, the mantle 
signals that the wearer is of marriageable age. Yellow 
denotes married status, and white an elder. 

Using kesdi (a lacing and chain stitch) with silk thread, 
the predominate motif is a stylized tulip that evokes 
springtime, abundance, and fertility. Decorative 
embroidery protects the wearer from harmful forces 
by being stitched around open areas of hems, sleeves, 
and pockets and the especially vulnerable areas of the 
body: the head and nape of the neck. 
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chuba (robe)
Tibetan
Tibet
c� 1650 ?
silk fibre, dye, metal
brocade
1022/3

chuba (robe)
Tibetan
Tibet
before 1900
silk fibre, dye, metal
brocade
2508/5
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chyrpy (woman’s mantle)
Tekke, Turkmen
Turkmenistan
before 1960
silk fibre, dye
kesdi (lacing and chain stitch 
embroidery)
M4�50

*
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woman’s dress
Pashtun or Hazara
Afghanistan
before 1973
silk fibre, cotton fibre, metal, 
dye
Ee3

A
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woman’s dress
Pashtun or Hazara
Afghanistan
before 1973
silk fibre, cotton fibre, rayon fibre ?, metal, 
glass, dye
Ee4
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Meghwal dosholo, Pakistan

The dosholo is a Hindu Meghwal man’s wedding 
shawl—a treasured dowry gift from the bride’s family to 
the groom’s. 

Beginning when just a girl, the bride—with the help of 
her female relatives—elaborately embroiders with silk 
threads the four corners of a large, mordant-dyed and 
block-printed cotton shawl. The red cloth represents 
life, blood, and mortality; embroidered on it are stylized 
peacocks and geometrical beds of flowers common in 
the Tharparkar desert, together symbolizing fertility, 
prosperity, and the nobility and goodness of the groom 
coming to claim his bride. 

During the wedding ceremonies, the groom may wear 
the dosholo over his shoulders, or around his head 
like a turban with the ends hanging down. It may also 
be held like a canopy over the newlyweds, serving as 
a protective talisman. After the wedding rituals, the 
dosholo will be worn as a shawl or brought out and 
displayed on special occasions.
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child’s dress
Lohana ?; Pallari ?; Burati ?
Pakistan: Sindh, Thando Bula Khan
before 1982
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, dye
1201/15

chola (woman’s wedding tunic)
Lohana ?; Pallari ?; Burati ?
Pakistan: Sindh, Thando Bula Khan
before 1982
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, dye
1201/12

PA
K

IS
TA

N

dosolo (man’s wedding shawl)
Meghwal
Pakistan: Sindh, Malir
before 1960
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, shell, dye
block printed cotton by men; silk 
embroidery by women
1472/3

*
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chola (woman’s wedding tunic)
Lohana ?; Pallari ?; Burati ?
Pakistan: Sindh, Thando Bula Khan
before 1975
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, dye
Donated by Abraham Rogatnick
1786/1

chola (woman’s wedding tunic)
Lohana ?; Pallari ?; Burati ?
Pakistan: Sindh, Thando Bula Khan
before 1982
silk fibre, cotton fibre, mirror, dye
1201/9

gaj (blouse front)
Meghwal ?
Pakistan: Sindh
before 1982
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, 
shell, dye
1201/17
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K
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Asante adinkra cloth, Ghana

This stamped cotton cloth (1774/1) is called adinkra, 
meaning “saying goodbye to one another,” because it is 
worn at funerals and to symbolize personal or national 
mourning. 

Historically, certain adinkra patterns were reserved for 
Asante royalty or elders, but now can be worn by all. 
Men use carved calabash shells to stamp designs and 
combs to draw parallel lines on either locally-made or 
commercially-produced cotton. The patterns express 
proverbs and popular sayings and employ images of 
everyday objects, plants, and animals to communicate 
political, moral, or social messages.
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An adinkra cloth artist “combing” parallel lines on a 
partially stamped cloth in Ntonso, Ghana.

Photo courtesy of Herbert M. Cole, 1976.
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pashk (woman’s dress)
Baluchi
Pakistan: Baluchistan
before 1920
silk fibre, fibre, dye
Mrs� I� M� Roome Collection
B697

gaj (blouse front)
Meghwal ?
Pakistan: Sindh
before 1982
cotton fibre, silk fibre, mirror, shell, dye
1201/16
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G
H

A
N

A

kente cloth
Asante
Ghana: Nkwataya
cotton fibre, dye
strip weaving by men
K2�152

adinkra cloth
Asante
Ghana
before 1960
cotton fibre, paint ?, dye
From the Collection of the 
Late Penny Gouldstone
adinkra (stamped designs)
1774/1

*
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Yoruba adire cloth, Nigeria

Yoruba women at the beginning of the 20th century 
transformed low-status, factory-made, plain weave, 
cotton shirting into the distinctly recognized Nigerian 
cloth called adire by indigo dying patterns made with 
various resist methods. The designs record historical or 
political events, convey religious beliefs, or express hope 
for prosperity.

1774/11: adire eleko (cassava paste-resist applied with 
spatula and zinc stencils) patterned in a very popular 
World War II design commemorating the 1935 Silver 
Jubilee of British King George and Queen Mary with lions 
and doves of peace.

1774/10: adire eleko (cassava paste-resist applied by 
hand with feather quill) depicting the popular olukun 
pattern that honours the goddess of the sea, who brings 
her worshipers wealth and happiness. Decorative motifs 
set into squares are stylized leaves, divination boards, 
four-legged stools, spinning tops, wire mesh, and an “olk” 
motif that clearly identifies the pattern.
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Yoruba women wear adire cloth as everyday clothing: wrapped skirts, 
simple blouses, and headscarves in Nigeria. 

Photo courtesy of Victoria Scott, Black Art Studio
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riga (man’s robe of honour)
Hausa
Nigeria: Kano
before 1910 ?
cotton fibre, silk fibre, dye
silk embroidery
Islamic two-pointed knife design
Mrs� Yvonne Adams Collection
Cb81

drawstring trousers
Hausa
Nigeria: Kano
before 1910 ?
cotton fibre, dye
Mrs� Yvonne Adams Collection
Cb83

man’s robe of Akwete cloth
Ijebu Yoruba
Nigeria
before 1960
cotton fibre, silk fibre, dye
ikaki (tortoise pattern)
K2�151
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adire (indigo-dyed) cloth
Yoruba 
Nigeria
before 1960
cotton fibre, indigo dye
etu (guineau fowl) pattern
alabere (stitch-resist)
From the Collection of the
Late Penny Gouldstone
1774/7

adire (indigo-dyed) cloth
Yoruba
Nigeria
before 1960
cotton fibre, indigo dye
eleko (stencilled cassava 
paste-resist)
From the Collection of the 
Late Penny Gouldstone
1774/11

adire (indigo-dyed) cloth
Yoruba
Nigeria
before 1960
cotton fibre ?, indigo dye, dye
eleko (stencilled cassava 
paste-resist)
olukun (goddess of sea) 
pattern
From the Collection of the 
Late Penny Gouldstone
1774/10

*

*
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adire (indigo-dyed) cloth
Yoruba
Nigeria: Ibadan
before 1967
cotton fibre, indigo dye, 
plant fibre
eleso (tie-dyed-resist with 
cowrie shells)
K2�146

adire (indigo-dyed) cloth
Yoruba
Nigeria
before 1960
cotton fibre, indigo dye
alabere (stitch-resist)
From the Collection of the
Late Penny Gouldstone
1774/8
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textile
Atiya, Rida Jaber
Sudanese
Sudan: Nile, Shendi
c� 2009
cotton fibre, dye
open work weaving
2734/2

arkilla munga (wedding blanket)
Tuareg
Mali or Niger
before 1950
wool fibre, cotton fibre, dye
supplementary weft pattern 
woven by Fulani men
1714/4
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Musqueam swəw̓q̓ʷaʔɬ, 
Canada

Musqueam swəw̓q̓ʷaʔɬ (woven blankets) wrap the 
wearer in respect and distinction. Political leaders don 
blankets at community and public events as signs of 
social prestige and civic responsibility. A gifted blanket 
honours the recipient. Wearing, standing upon, or 
sitting on blankets during ritual protects and supports 
individuals who are vulnerable, such as the newly 
bereaved or those recently initiated into religious 
practice.
 
Coast Salish weavers and sisters Debra and Robyn 
Sparrow of the Musqueam First Nation wove this 
swəw̓q̓ʷaʔɬ (Nbz841) in 1991. They were inspired by a 
classic geometric Salish robe made by their ancestors 
using wooly dog hair, mountain goat wool, and 
cedar bark; the historical robe now resides at the 
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History (see 
image at right). Musqueam leaders have since worn the 
new “Sister” Blanket at public events, reinforcing the 
link between past and present.
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TOP: Musqueam elected Chief Councilor Gail Spar-
row speaking with United States President Bill Clin-
ton, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meetings, 
1997 at the Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada
BOTTOM:  Salish robe, early 19th century, mountain 
goat wool, wooly dog hair, and dyes, 151 by 153 cm. 
Collected by Lt. Charles Wilkes, US Exploring Expe-
dition, Oregon, 1841

Top photo courtesy of Debra Sparrow. Bottom photo courtesy of 
Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institution, E2124-O
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Chilkat robe, USA

The Haida and Tlingit call this prestigious dancing 
robe naaxiin (literally “fringe about the body”), and 
the Tsimshian call it gwishalaayt (literally “dancing 
blanket”). 3131/1 was woven from mountain goat wool 
and yellow cedar bark between 1875 and 1900, using 
the distinctive and intricate Chilkat method of pattern-
twining to depict a chief’s crest in formline design. 

The central panel of this ceremonial robe features an 
abstracted “diving whale” motif. Chilkat robes are the 
highest traditional form of rank display among the 
northern Northwest Coast Indigenous peoples of British 
Columbia and Alaska. 

What does Chilkat weaving mean to me? It means 
power: power of the people that own the rights 
to use it—power of the person that’s weaving it—
the power that goes into the robe—that spiritual 
power that is put on it when you wear that robe. We 
believe that it comes alive.

- William White, Tsimshian master weaver
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Tsimshian weaver William White weaving a children’s Chilkat robe at 
MOA

Photo courtesy of Cliff Lauson, 2002.
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yakyanlh (woven robe)
Nuxalk
Canada: British Columbia, Bella 
Coola 
before 1870
wool fibre, cedar bark, dye, jute fibre
841/25

swəw̓q̓ʷaʔɬ (wool blanket)
Sparrow, Debra; Sparrow, Robyn
Coast Salish: Musqueam
Canada: British Columbia, 
Vancouver
1991
wool fibre, madder root dye, tea dye
double strand twining�
Nbz841

C
A

N
A

D
A

kangextola (button blanket)
Kwakwaka’wakw: Da’naxda’xw
Canada: British Columbia, 
Tzadzis’nukwame’ (New Vancouver)
before 1961
wool fibre, cotton fibre, abalone shell, shell, 
brass metal, metal, dye
A7490

*
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swəw̓q̓ʷaʔɬ (wool blanket)
Sparrow, Debra; Sparrow, Robyn
Coast Salish: Musqueam
Canada: British Columbia, 
Vancouver
1991
wool fibre, madder root dye, tea dye
double strand twining�
Nbz841

k’aad gyaat’aad (button blanket)
Davidson, Robert
Grant, Dorothy
Haida
Canada: British Columbia
1982
wool fibre, shell, abalone shell, 
cotton fibre
hlk’yaan q’usdan (frog)
Hilary Stewart Collection
3100/10

chilkat robe
Haida: Kaigani or Tlingit
USA: Alaska
c� 1875-1900
mountain goat wool fibre, 
yellow cedar bark, cotton fibre, 
dye
In Memory of Diane J� Anderson
pattern twining
3131/1
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blanket
Peters, Mary (1901-1981)
Coast Salish: Sto:lo
Canada: British Columbia, 
Sardis
1961
wool fibre, dye
twining
Jean MacKay Fahrni Collection
1728/1

*
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Shipibo chitonti & 
cushma, Peru

The Shipibo people of the Amazon wear distinctive 
textiles patterned with visual representations of icaros 
(shamanic songs) sung during ceremonies of healing, 
self-knowledge, and religion. 

These materialized lines of sound are called kené, 
meaning “all over pattern.” They are equated with 
paths of life, meanders of the river, and movements 
of the anaconda, the cosmic serpent. Women draw 
or embroider kené onto domestically woven or 
commercially acquired cotton cloth. Through this 
decorative endeavor, they define and mark Shipibo 
culture. 

The cloth carries energetic properties. It embodies 
the individual creativity of the maker and attempts to 
reflect the perfect symmetry of the cosmos. Men wear 
cushmas or kené on shirts or vests for special occasions 
and as markers of identity. When Shipibo women dance 
wearing their chitonti as skirts or wraps during festivals, 
they bring protection, harmony, healing, and abundance 
to the community. 
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Shipibo women in Pucallpa, Peru, 2011.

Photo courtesy of Aetheling 1125.
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chitonti (woman’s skirt)  
or cushma (man’s tunic)
Shipibo - Conibo
Peru: Ucayali, Pucallpa
before 1981
cotton fibre, dye
embroidered kené (all over designs) 
by women
The Robert Cazelais and 
Nicole Lachapelle Collection
2960/8

chitonti (woman’s skirt) material
Shipibo - Conibo
Peru
c� 1950
cotton fibre, dye, ink
The Robert Cazelais and 
Nicole Lachapelle Collection
painted kené (all over designs) 
by women
2960/9

chitonti (woman’s skirt) material
Shipibo
Peru: Loreto, Yarina
before 1980
cotton fibre, dye, pigment
painted kené (all over designs) 
by women
1526/1
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cushma (man’s tunic)
Shipibo
Peru
before 1973
cotton fibre, dye
embroidered kené (all over designs) by women
Se135

hip or shoulder cloth
Quispe Flores, Justina
Quechua, Andean
Peru: Puno, Taquile
1983
wool fibre, synthetic fibre, dye
woven on a ground loom by 
women
Sf921

chitonti (woman’s skirt) material
Shipibo
Peru
before 1973
cotton fibre, dye 
embroidered kené (all over designs) by women
Se127

P
ER

U
*
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Quechua cloth, Peru

In the island village of Tequile, on Lake Titicaca, Peru, 
lives a Quechua Andean community of weavers who 
have farmed for their livelihood for generations. Since 
the 1970s they have hosted tourists and sold textiles to 
enhance their income. 

Both men and women weave cloth and make clothing 
for themselves and for sale, learning as children. Women 
turn alpaca and llama wool into finely woven red and 
patterned material on ground looms, using this to create 
head, shoulder, and hip cloths, bags, belts, and baby 
carriers. Men make cotton into coarser cloth on treadle 
looms for trousers, shirts, vests, and skirts, and they also 
knit distinctive caps and purses. The reciprocal exchange 
of cloth links husbands to wives and reinforces family 
relations. 

This rectangular, red-wool cloth (Sf921) is worn around 
the hips or shoulders of women dancing at fiestas. The 
weaver, Justina Quispe Flores, wove this cloth in 1983. 
Bands of solid red alternate with patterned figures 
named after local geography, such as the evening star, 
stairway, plow, and crossed roof beams. These patterns 
are said to bring fecundity and luck, especially the 
segmented circle that represents the six land divisions on 
the island and the rotation of crops.
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Pelagia Quispe de Yucra weaves a large cloth with many pat-
tern bands, Tequile, Peru, 1983

Photo courtesy of MOA Archives, Mary Frame.
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Mayan corte jaspeado, 
Guatemala

Different Mayan villages have signature types of corte: 
woven cloths that women wear as wrapped skirts. The 
distinctive colours, patterns, and length of the skirts 
indicate local identity. 

Traditionally, Mayan women wove their skirt material on 
back-strap looms. When the Spanish introduced floor 
looms, however, men took over weaving. Each of the 
corte displayed here, collected in the 1970s by MOA 
curator Inge Ruus, comes from a different village. Yet 
all include jaspeado, which are tie-dyed yarn designs 
created either on the warp, the weft, or both (then 
called compound ikat).
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Photos courtesy MOA Archives, Ingeborge Ruus fonds, a039792, a039794, 
a039789.

LEFT: Woman with braids and back to the camera wears a 
corte  jaspeado, made with a compound ikat weave of tie-dyed 
warp-and-weft cotton and rayon yarn. This style of corte is 
worn by Quiche women from Quetzaltenango, similar to the 
corte displayed on the far right.

RIGHT: Cakchiquel woman wearing corte jaspeado similar to 
the two on display to the left, both from San Antonio Aguas 
Calientes, Sacatepequez.

BOTTOM: Quiche women of Chichicastenango typically wear 
the shortest cortes among the Mayan of Guatemala. The two 
women at the centre of the photo are wearing corte jaspeado 
similar to the one displayed to the right. 
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ahuayo (woman’s mantle and 
carrying cloth)
Aymara, Andean
Peru: Juli
c� 1900 ?
sheep wool fibre, alpaca wool fibre, dye
Sf1134

corte (woman’s skirt cloth)
Quiche, Mayan
Guatemala: Quiche, 
Chichicastenango
before 1976
cotton fibre, synthetic fibre, dye
Sa228

corte (woman’s skirt cloth)
Quiche, Mayan
Guatemala: Quetzaltenango, Salcaja
before 1976
cotton fibre, metal, dye
jaspé (compound ikat (tie-dyed) 
warp and weft)
Sa203
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corte (woman’s skirt cloth)
Cakchiquel, Mayan
Guatemala: Sacatepequez, 
San Antonio De Aguas Calientes
before 1976
acrylic fibre, cotton fibre, synthetic dye
woven by men
Sa178

tzute (all purpose cloth)
Mayan
Guatemala
before 1980
cotton fibre, dye
Donated by Margaret Laudan
2833/2

G
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A
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corte (woman’s skirt cloth)
Cakchiquel, Mayan
Guatemala: Sacatepequez, 
San Antonio De Aguas Calientes
before 1976
acrylic fibre, cotton fibre, dye
woven by men
Sa174
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Quechua axsu, Bolivia

The axsu, or woman’s mantle, is used every day as an 
overskirt and a carrying cloth in the Andean Highlands 
of Bolivia. It is commonly wrapped over an almilla 
(dress) and belted or passed under one arm and 
fastened with a pin over the other shoulder. The stripe 
is worn horizontally, indicating femininity.

Quechua girls raise sheep or alpaca, spin their wool 
into yarn, and learn to weave within the domestic 
circle. Women say that they do their most creative 
weaving during the rainy season when the earth is 
especially fertile and hearts open like buds, releasing 
inspired designs from within. A woman’s morality and 
personality are reflected in her weaving. 

While functional clothing, axsus are symbolic of a 
woman’s gender and rank in Quechua society. The 
colours woven into axsus must be complementary, 
representative of the equilibrium between husbands 
and wives, and are intended to achieve suerte (well-
being). 
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Sf1105 is an axsu made by Maxima Flores Condari; 
2946/31, an axsu made by Sanlusa Quispe. Both are 
from Chiquisaca, Candelaria, a farming village near 
Tarabuco in the Andean Highlands, Bolivia.
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man’s poncho 
Angela Vela Rios ?
Quechua, Andean
Bolivia: Chuquisaca, Candelaria
before 1983
sheep wool fibre, alpaca wool fibre, synthetic 
fibre ?, dye
woven by women
Sf1099

axsu (woman’s overdress and 
carrying cloth)
Santusa Quispe
Quechua, Andean
Bolivia: Chuquisaca, Candelaria
wool fibre, cotton fibre, dye
2946/31

B
O
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IA

axsu (women’s overdress and 
carrying cloth)
Maxima Flores Condori
Quechua, Andean
Bolivia: Chuquisaca, Candelaria
before 1983
sheep wool fibre, cotton fibre, dye
Sf1105

*

*
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ngatu (bark cloth)
Tongan
Tonga
before 1940
mulberry bark, paint
C1498

siapo (bark cloth)
Samoan
Samoa
before 1975
paper mulberry bark, paint
bast (inner bark) beaten on 
tutua (wooden anvil) mamanu 
(freehand painted designs)
1402/1

ngatu (bark cloth)
Fale, Alice
Tongan
Tonga: Tongatapu, Nuku’alofa
1976
paper mulberry bark, pigment, 
paint
681/1 SO

U
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A
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Tongan ngatu, Tonga

Women are the traditional makers of ngatu, or bark 
cloth, in Tonga. They continue to make and control this 
ceremonial wealth today. While ngatu is rarely worn as 
clothing now, it is still an essential element of Tongan 
gift exchanges during rites-of-passage celebrations 
such as births, weddings, christenings, and funerals, or 
the coronation of a king, as shown in these images. 

The act of gifting bark cloth symbolically places 
receivers within a web of kinship and reciprocal 
relations that creates Tongan citizenship. Even 
diasporic Tongan communities exchange ngatu to 
confirm their cultural and national identity.

2906/1 is decorated with Sila o Tonga (the Tongan coat 
of arms), Hala Paini (the Norfolk pines growing along 
the road leading to the royal palace in Nuku‘alofa), the 
British royal lion, the aristocratic eagle with spread 
wings, and the dove of peace. It is one of the most 
popular patterns produced in the second half of the 
19th century and revived during World War II to show 
Tongan solidarity with Britain.
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TOP: Presentation of koloa (wealth) at the faiva (celebration) for the 
coronation of King Tupou V, Nuku’alofa, Kingdom of Tonga, 2008

BOTTOM: Punake (composer) for a village song and dance at the 
faiva (celebration) for the coronation of King Tupou V,  
Nuku’alofa, Kingdom of Tonga, 2008

Photos courtesy of H. Scothorn
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Maori kahu kiwi, Aotearoa-
New Zealand

The earliest Maori prestige cloaks, called kahu kuri, were 
made of dog skins (see woman wearing kahu kuri in 
image.) When Polynesian dogs died out in 1870, however, 
flax-and-feather cloaks became key symbols of chiefly 
status.

Kahu huruhuru is a cloak covered in feathers that represent 
mana and prestige; it is worn by Maori chiefs. This example 
(1788/1) made between the 1880s and 1920s, has kiwi 
and albino kiwi feathers, and would be called a kahu kiwi. 
Brown kiwi are considered birds of the atua (ancient 
protecting gods,) and are thus auspicious.

Contemporary and ancient kahu (woven cloaks) continue 
to be used in 21st-century tribal Maori ceremonies, marking 
moments of inter-kin gifting, marriages, and life crises. 
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Photo courtesy of Paora Tapsell by Krzysztof Pfeiffer, 2013

This image captures the 2013 presentation of a newly woven 
feather cloak (kahu huruhuru) to curator Paora Tapsell by 
Ngati Rangitihi, the descendant tribe of the great ancestor, 
Rangitihi. 

This gifting, led by the Semmens whanau (extended family,) 
was in honour of Tapsell for assisting the late elder, Hari 
Semmens, with his 1993 return of Ngati Rangitihi’s famous 
dogskin “cloak of pain,” kahu mamae of Pareraututu, from 
the Auckland Museum. The presenter was the great-great-
granddaughter of Pareraututu. She is wearing her Ngati 
Rangitihi ancestress’s kahu mamae, which was made from the 
skins of chiefly dogs ritually killed after Ngati Rangitihi’s male 
leaders met their death in an ambush at Pukekaikahu in 1800.
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Maori kahu, Aotearoa-
New Zealand

For the Maori, kahu (woven cloaks) are considered 
taonga (treasure or heirloom) by the descent group 
that owns them. Passed down from high-born 
ancestors, taonga contain the mana (personal standing) 
and wairua (spirit) of ancestors.

Female weavers create the pathway to bring ancestral 
power into the present. For this reason, whatu (finger 
weaving or twining) is an embodied act that traces 
ancestry; each line of weft is called an aho, representing 
the aho tapuna (the ancestral lineage). Weaving and 
woven cloaks are tangible links between ancestors and 
their living descendants.

C1006 is a kaitaka, a finely woven flax-fibre cloak with 
taniko (coloured geometric finger-woven patterns) on 
the borders and edges. This example was made before 
the 1840s. 

C1464 is a kahu hukahuka, a woven cloak with tassels 
attached; this one was made before 1959 of open-work 
twined flax fibre and cordage tassels. Without a tie 
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to wear this cloak, it is possible it was intended as a 
mortuary box cover.

1711/1 is a korowai, a cloak whose body is decorated 
with tassels of cotton or feathers and has a border 
along the bottom. Made in the 1950s or ’60s with 
woven cotton fibre and cotton-fibre tassels, this 
cloak has wild turkey border feathers. It also has four 
weaver’s signature feathers identified by Ildiko Szabo 
(Curator, Beaty Biodiversity Museum) as two Weka and 
possibly two New Zealand pigeons, suggesting a North 
Island provenance.
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korowai (cloak decorated with tassels)
Maori
Aotearoa - New Zealand
before 1900 ?
cotton fibre, wild turkey feather, dye
1711/1

kahukiwi (cloak of kiwi feathers)
Maori
Aotearoa - New Zealand
before 1965
brown and albino kiwi feather, cotton fibre
1788/1

ngatu (bark cloth)
Tongan
Tonga
before 1983
paper mulberry bark, pigment, paint
pattern from rubbing over kupesi 
(pattern block)
2906/1
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kaitaka (finely woven flax 
cloak with tanika border)
Maori
Aotearoa - New Zealand
before 1883
New Zealand flax fibre, wool 
fibre, dye tanika (geometric 
finger weaving)
C1006

kahuhukahuka (cape with 
cords of flax)
Maori
Aotearoa - New Zealand
before 1960
New Zealand flax fibre, dye
open work twining
C1464

siapo (bark cloth)
Western Polynesian
Futuna
paper mulberry bark, paint
free hand painted geometric 
designs
3130/1 SO

U
TH

 P
A

CI
FI

C 
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N

D
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Fijian masi, Fiji

Fijian women make masi (bark cloth) from the inner 
bast of the paper mulberry tree. Masi patterns are 
made by free-hand painting, by rubbing over a tablet 
with a raised design, or uniquely in Fiji, by using a 
draudrau (stencil). Stencils were originally made out of 
banana leaves, but now from more durable x-ray film. 
This stenciling process produces the distinctive and 
intricate graphic, geometric forms out of black and red 
dye. Afterwards, coconut leaf midribs or bamboo pens 
are used to apply the finer lines.
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Experienced masi maker Selai Buasala demonstrates the stages of 
pounding mulberry bast into masi, and then applying the design using 
draudrau (stenciled patterning), in Fiji, 2009.

Photos courtesy of Carol Mayer.
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zigotu (bark cloth)
Solomon Islands: Santa Isabel
before 1909
banyon tree bark, pau (wild indigo) pigment, 
paint
The Burnett Collection
C933

masi (bark cloth)
Fijian
Fiji
before 1974
mulberry bark, paint, linen fibre ?
kesa (stencil design)
Reva Malkin Collection
1775/1
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furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Showa Period (1926-1989)
silk fibre, dye, paint ?, silver metal, gold metal
2656/1

wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, paint, gold metal, 
mulberry paper
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/2

JA
PA

N
maiko (apprentice geisha) 
dancing kosode (“small sleeve”- 
less formal kimono)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, metal
Collection of Michael Olich
embroidery
3141/3
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Japanese furisode, Japan

On the second Monday in January, Japan celebrates the 
annual Coming of Age Day holiday, where 20-year-olds 
are feted for reaching the age of maturity. 

Young women dress in elaborate furisode, a kimono 
with long swinging sleeves, which indicates being of 
marriageable age. Once married, women are no longer 
eligible to wear furisode, so the last time they wear this 
type of kimono is on their wedding day. 
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Photo courtesy of Chizuru Kinjo

Chizuru Kinjo, official kimono dresser, wearing a 
furisode for Coming of Age Day, Okinawa, Japan, 
2012
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Japanese wedding 
furisode, Japan

3141/5 is a Taishō period (1912–1926) yuzen (paste-
resist dyed) silk wedding furisode. It depicts the classic 
design of a ‘Thousand Cranes,’ a symbol of longevity, 
on an auspicious background of red. The cranes’ faces 
and beaks are selectively embroidered in gold thread to 
add a three-dimensional quality.

3141/8 is an exquisitely made shibori (tie-dyed) silk 
wedding furisode in red, with a kanoko (‘fawn dot’) 
background design and three kamon (family crests). 
This robe reflects its Taishō-period origins, when 
Western art deco and art nouveau influences were 
embraced as modern by the Japanese. The designs 
with flowers, bamboo canes, and leaves are oversized.
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Photo courtesy of Chizuru Kinjo

Tomako Akiyama, bride, age 20, in her wedding 
furisode, 1986
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wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, gold metal
Collection of Michael Olich
shibori (tie-dyed) silk
3141/8

wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Showa Period (1926-1989)
silk fibre, synthetic fibre ?, gold metal, silver 
metal, dye, paint, mulberry paper
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/9

tsukesage (informal robe)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, silver metal, mulberry paper
Collection of Michael Olich
3141/4

JA
PA

N *
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wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/5

kuro tomesode (black formal kimono 
worn by married woman)
Japanese
Japan
before 1914 ?
silk fibre, dye
N2�206

kuro tomesode (black formal kimono 
worn by married woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, gold metal, 
silver metal, mulberry paper
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/6

JA
PA

N

*
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Japanese tomesode, Japan

Tomesode (literally, “fastened sleeve”) is a formal 
kimono with shorter sleeves than those of a long-
sleeved kimono, called furisode, and is worn at 
occasions such as weddings.

Iro (coloured) tomesode is worn by both married and 
unmarried women. Dating from the Taishō period 
(1912–1926), this heavy, silver-grey, slubbed (natural) 
silk tomesode (3141/11) with five kamon (family crests), 
has been delicately hand painted and embroidered 
with flecks of gold. Its images feature an ethereal 
landscape of flowing water falling from rocky outcrops 
where pine trees and other foliage grow. The image 
of gosho guruma (Imperial carriages) from the Heian 
period (794-1192) is one of the auspicious patterns 
used for kimono.

The two kuro (black) tomesode (N2.206 and 3141/6) 
are for married women. Once married, a woman 
takes the kamon of her husband’s family. These kuro 
tomesode show images of bamboo–a symbol of 
constancy, integrity, and honour; one is for winter wear 
and one for summer wear.
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iro tomesode (colored formal kimono)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, paint, gold metal
Collection of Michael Olich
hand painted
3141/11

geisha dancing kosode (“small sleeve”- less 
formal kimono)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/10

wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, dye, gold metal, silver 
metal, mulberry paper
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/7

JA
PA

N *
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geisha dancing kosode (“small sleeve”- less 
formal kimono)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, gold metal, silver metal, mulberry 
paper, dye
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/12

wedding furisode (kimono 
worn by unmarried woman)
Japanese
Japan
Taisho Period (1912-1926)
silk fibre, gold metal, mulberry paper, dye, 
paint
Collection of Michael Olich
yuzen (paste-resist) dyed silk
3141/13

JA
PA

N
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Chinese pao, China

A high-status woman wore this pao (robe) Edz1534 on 
formal occasions in Sichuan, China. 

The robe is cut in Manchu style, featuring a tight 
chest with slight flare and slits, but it also has a Han 
style of central front opening and wide sleeves with 
embroidered borders, suggesting a late Qing Dynasty 
production date (1850 - 1911). 

Five embroidered roundels depict playful lions, the 
guardians of sacred spaces and the defenders of 
Buddhism. Lions are not native to China and were 
often depicted in a stylized fashion resembling a cross 
between a lion and a dog, with short bodies, curly 
manes and tails, and bulging eyes. 

The bat depicted in the centre is a homophone for 
prosperity. The butterflies and flowers are feminine 
images associated with romance, fidelity, abundance, 
and summer. As a whole, the lions serve to guard 
the wearer from negative influences while the bats, 
butterflies, and flowers attract the auspicious.
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Imperial Chinese long-
pao, China

When the Manchu claimed the Chinese throne, 
beginning the Qing Dynasty (1644–1911), they imposed 
rules about clothing, codified in 1759, in order to 
exert their authority. These extensive sumptuary laws 
compelled Han Chinese men in government service to 
wear robes like those of Manchu horsemen. The long, 
tight-fitting riding coats were buttoned on the shoulder 
and under the arm, with tight sleeves and horse-hoof-
shaped cuffs for ease of weapons use. Such coats 
differed radically from the loose-fitting, centre-opening, 
wide-sleeved silk robes of the previous Ming court.

Rank and status could be read in clothing colour and 
images embroidered upon a court official’s robes. The 
most important court dress was the longpao, or dragon 
robe. In the 18th century only Manchu Emperors, their 
sons, and first- and second-rank princes could don 
a longpao embroidered with nine five-toed dragons, 
conveyors of authority and political power. The robe 
itself embodied the cosmic universal order of Imperial 
China: the Emperor, as the Son of Heaven, had his feet 
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on the ground (mountains and waves at the bottom 
of the robe) and his head in the sky (clouds and birds 
at the top of the robe). The flaming pearl is a mark of 
enlightenment.

This longpao 1458/53 is covered in Buddhist signs, such 
as the endless knot; the precious coral and scepter; 
Daoist yin/yang balances; and the bat, lotus, peony, 
and crane that bring prosperity, purity, nobility, and 
longevity. Note that longpao (1050/1) has only eight 
four-toed dragons and so would have been worn by 
lesser court officials.
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woman’s robe
Chinese
China: Sichuan
late Qing Dynasty (1850-1911)
silk fibre, dye, metal
Katharine Willmott Collection
quilted silk with embroidered 
roundels
Edz1534

Daoist ritual specialist robe
Chinese
China
before 1911
silk fibre, metal, cotton fibre, dye
Mrs� A� J� Beecher Collection
N1�61

woman’s robe
Chinese
China: West China
before 1940
silk fibre, metal, dye
Gift from Grace Mary Bedford
1613/1

C
H
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A

*
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woman’s coat
Chinese
China
before 1920 ?
silk fibre ?, dye, metal
1404/29

longpao (dragon robe)
Chinese
China: Sichuan
before 1945
silk fibre, metal, paper, fibre
Ralph and Margaret Outerbridge 
Collection
1458/53

C
H

IN
A

longpao (dragon robe)
Chinese, Sichuan
China
before 1920
silk fibre, dye, metal
1050/1

*
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